
The Enigmatic Hula Arabs: Unveiling
the Hidden Tales of the Shibkuh
Coast in the Persian Gulf
Nestled along the captivating shores of the Persian Gulf lies a coastal region

shrouded in mystery and charm. The Shibkuh Coast in Iran's magical Persian

Gulf has long been a haven for the enigmatic Hula Arabs. These fascinating

communities have a rich cultural heritage, unique traditions, and a way of life that

has fascinated anthropologists, historians, and adventurers for centuries.

Uncovering the Secret Lives of the Hula Arabs

The Hula Arabs, also known as Howler Arabs, are a remarkable community that

reside primarily in the coastal areas of the Shibkuh region in Iran. Their history

traces back centuries, and their lineage can be dated to the ancient Arab

migration. Their cultural practices and language showcase a blend of Bedouin

Arab traditions with influences from the local Persian culture.

What makes the Hula Arabs truly incomparable is their language, Mage Persian.

This distinct dialect combines elements of Arabic, Farsi, and other regional

languages, rendering it a linguistic gem that linguists from around the world yearn

to explore.
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A Close-Knit Community Anchored in Tradition

The Hula Arabs, who are predominantly fishermen and pearl divers, have created

a close-knit community that revolves around their traditional way of life. Their

intimate connection with the sea is evident in their daily routines, celebrations,

and deeply ingrained folklore. Over time, they have mastered the art of

sustainable fishing and pearl harvesting, passing down techniques and wisdom

through generations.

Beyond their maritime pursuits, the Hula Arabs are known for their vibrant music

and dance forms. The rhythmic beats of their traditional drums resonate through

the charming villages along the coast, inviting locals and visitors alike to partake

in their energetic performances.

Rich Rituals and Festivities

The rich tapestry of Hula Arab culture comes alive in their colorful and vibrant

rituals. The annual Hula Arab Festival is a spectacle to behold, where locals dress

in traditional attire, adorned with intricate hand-woven garments and ornate

jewelry. This joyous celebration features traditional dances, including the
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captivating and hypnotic Hula Arab dance, which captures the essence of their

maritime lifestyle.

Another notable tradition is the "Ruh el-Hawatif" ceremony, a sacred event that

pays homage to the sea and its generous bounty. During this ritual, the Hula

Arabs offer prayers, sing melodious hymns, and release lanterns into the night

sky, creating an awe-inspiring sight that signifies their profound respect for the

sea's benevolence.

Preserving the Legacy

Despite the passage of time and the encroachment of modernity, the Hula Arabs

have managed to preserve their unique cultural heritage. They continue to pass

down their traditions, rituals, and language to younger generations, ensuring that

their legacy remains intact.

However, the Hula Arabs face an uncertain future due to various socioeconomic

and environmental challenges. Climate change, pollution, and the decline in fish

populations threaten their traditional way of life. Efforts are underway to raise

awareness about their cultural significance and implement sustainable practices

to safeguard their livelihoods for generations to come.

Exploring the Enchanting Shibkuh Coast

For those seeking an extraordinary journey, the Shibkuh Coast offers an

unparalleled destination of wonder and discovery. From the picturesque fishing

villages to the breathtaking turquoise waters of the Persian Gulf, this region

promises an enchanting experience filled with encounters with the Hula Arabs

and the mesmerizing beauty of their customs and traditions.



The Hula Arabs of the Shibkuh Coast in the Persian Gulf embody the magic and

allure of a hidden world. Their unique language, captivating rituals, and deep-

rooted traditions offer a glimpse into a culture that remains largely unexplored. By

cherishing and preserving the legacy of the Hula Arabs, we not only honor their

extraordinary past but also pave the way for a promising future where their

remarkable way of life can continue to flourish against all odds.
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Little is known about the Arab migrants who settled on the Iranian coast between

Bushehr and Lengeh in the late 1500s. They were a disparate group of small

tribes of sailors, traders, fishermen, pearl divers, and cultivators. Although they

were all referred to as the Bani Hula, they were not a uniform group. In fact, they

were each other's fiercest competitors for access to the pearl banks. This

frequently led to bloody and murderous encounters and feuds. In the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, the Arabs of Nakhilu had a fearsome reputation as

pirates--which the Portuguese soon discovered to be warranted.

The Bani Hula received much attention during the eighteenth century when they

tried to fill the power vacuum in the Persian Gulf caused by the fall of the Safavid

dynasty and the civil war in Oman. However, although they were a maritime force

to be reckoned with, they had no common cause and dissipated their strength by
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fighting among themselves. Furthermore, they had no staying power as their

political and economic base was too narrow. Throughout the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries, and down to the early twentieth century, one of the most

active groups of Hulas were those of Kangan and Taheri. Their history, told here

in some detail, is emblematic for the other Hula groups. Apart from showing the

violence against each other, their story also highlights how their local lineages

dominated political and socio-economic life for centuries in their area, often

spanning more than one or two dynasties. It was these local families that

guaranteed stability, continuity, and permanence even when, at the national and

international level, there was turmoil, upheaval and profound change.
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